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PROGRAMME OUTCOME OFTHE M.COM. EAFM
The M.Com EAFM Programme provides the students with the
knowledge of finance and economics. This course covers all the
topics related to economy and financial bond, in which
monetary economics reflects the currency situation in the
country. The topic of financial management provides
information regarding finance and economic growth and
development which models should be used in the economy of
the country so that economic development is possible. Public
finance subject puts the entire financial system of the country
in front of the students and bank subject is beneficial for the
students.

If seen in a nutshell, the Economic Administration and Financial
Management course enhances the decision making ability of the
students in relation to economics and finance.

PSO-1

1. Business Economics: The subject of business economics
helps the students to determine the market economy and
firm's price and output. Business economics helps in
establishing relationships between different economic
factors, such as income, profits, losses, and market
structure.

2. Financial management: financial management deals with
managing the financial aspect of a business and helping them
to achieve the goal and objectives.



3. Monetary economics: monetary Economics subject is
helpful to understand different competing theories of
money. Monetary economics provides a framework for
analyzing money and its functions.

4. Indian financial system: Indian financial
system subject provide knowledge about Indian economy
. Indian financial system subject provide knowledge about
financial institution including banks, insurance companies
,fund etc. it encourage both saving and investment.

PSO-2

5. Management and Management Accounting: Management
and Management Accounting includes the method and
concepts necessary for effective planning for choosing
among alternative business actions and for control through
the the evolution and interpreting of performances

6. Economic growth and development: by the end of this
subject student the subjects is able to understand what is
economic development, standard of living , per capita
income and other concepts.

7. Bank management :The main objectives of the course
of Bank management is to develop a qualified professional
who can manage various banking related activities.



8. Development banking: development banking subject is
a topic related to the central bank commercial bank
and other banks of the country , which plays a vital
role in development of an economy . This subject
provides knowledge about the rules and regulation of
RBI, SBI and other banks.

9. Public Finance: this course provides knowledge about
the public Tax ,public revenue, public expenditure and
public debt . This course is useful to understand about
the the financing system of a country.

Opportunities :

This number course equips student with number of
opportunities in finance ,management Accounting, retail
sector treasury, teaching profession ,financing advisory,
private equity, assets management , bank and financing
sectors and student can play a very good rule for a
company as a finance manager also.


